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AAPG Datapages Update

Tulsa, OK, USA / 5 September 2018 – PESGB and SEAPEX hosted their new collaborated effort, the Asia-Pacific E&P Conference, this past June in London. The conference featured a full technical program, an extensive exhibition area, and several networking activities. AAPG Datapages has recently received all the conference presentations and abstracts from the technical program and are currently processing the data to be included in the Datapages Archives.

The Pacific Asia Group of collections continues to expand its coverage in the region as Datapages adds the complete proceedings of the Papua New Guinea Petroleum Conventions to the combined Archives databases. The ownership of the PNG convention volumes belongs with the Papua New Guinea Chamber of Mines and Petroleum. These four original convention volumes provide a compendium of knowledge and expertise that will be invaluable to the industry.

In other Asia Pacific Region news, the Archives currently houses the Bulletin of the Geological Society of Malaysia through Volume 64 (December 2017) and plans to add 2018 issues in the near future. The Archives also plans to release the 2018 proceedings from the Indonesia Petroleum Association in the coming months.

Are you getting ready for ICE 2018 Cape Town? Let Datapages boost your geological knowledge of the region. AAPG Datapages will be exhibiting, 4-7 November, at the Cape Town International Convention Centre. Be sure to stop by and see our data solutions and a live demo of Datapages Exploration Objects (DEO). DEO allows you instant access to 100 years of AAPG Exploration Data. This simple, easy, effective web-based search-and-retrieval system enables exploration geoscientists to find and use geo-referenced, GIS-ready maps, cross-sections, seismic lines, and other exploration objects faster and more easily than ever before. Every explorationist needs this invaluable tool to save time and to make better-informed decisions.